Lever Talent Intelligence
Be the smartest recruiting leader in the room

Elevate your recruiting strategy with custom analytics

customized for your exact needs
with professional support

get started right away with
critical dashboards

generate and share reports
automatically for faster insights

Leverage included professional services
hours to build out the recruiting
visualizations most important to your
organization

Answer the most critical and common
questions we hear from talent acquisition
teams with 14 pre-built visual
dashboards

Save time and eliminate manual work by
automatically generating and sharing your
top reports with key stakeholders

Lever Talent Intelligence is a no-brainer for data-driven recruiting organizations. It's a quick and
easy way to see the success metrics that are most critical for us, and share them automatically
with hiring managers, executives, and finance to drive important decisions.

Danielle Layous
Recruiting Operations and Programs Manager at Quantcast

Power your entire analytics journey
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Ask

Analyze

Act

Explore what’s impacting your
recruiting with access to all Lever
data fields

Compare performance and trends
across individuals, teams, and
location over time

Use data-driven insights to identify
hot spots, resolve issues, and
recognize performance

Drive insights immediately with 14 pre-built dashboards

Requisitions overview

Job posting overviews

Track your progress toward your hiring goals

Know which job postings are the most effective

Pipeline snapshot

Team activity

Understand your conversion rates

Consistently track your team’s performance

Strategic overview

Tactical overview

Monitor your KPIs in an executive-level dashboard

Stay informed on daily and weekly metrics

Hiring manager overview

Candidate owner overview

Empower hiring managers with relevant insights

Capture key metrics for your candidates

Application statistics

Upcoming interviews

View your applicant trends over time

Keep up with your interview pipeline

Interview statistics

Feedback statistics

Understand your interview efficiency

Analyze trends in interview feedback

Offer statistics

Cohort analysis

See how offer acceptance rates trend over time

Assess the progress of a specific candidate cohort

Ready to take your recruiting strategy to the next level? For a free demo, email info@lever.co

